Simulation has been applied in many optimization problems to evaluate their solutions' performance under stochastic environment. For many approaches solving this kind of simulation optimization problems, most of the attention is on the searching mechanism. The computing efficiency problems are seldom considered and computing replications are usually equally allocated to solutions. In this paper, we integrate the notion of optimal computing budget allocation (OCBA) into a simulation optimization approach, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), to improve the efficiency of PSO. The computing budget allocation models for two versions of PSO are built and two allocation rules PSOs_OCBA and PSObw_OCBA are derived by some approximations. The numerical result shows the computational efficiency of PSO can be improved by applying these two allocation rules.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of simulation optimization with continuous solution space in stochastic setting. The classic approaches to tackle this problem include stochastic approximation (Rubinstein and Shapiro 1993) and sample path method (Gurkan, Ozge, and Robinson 1994) . In recent years, because of the advantages of derivative-free and black-box nature, many metaheuristics have been adopted to solve the simulation optimization problems with continuous solution space, such as the nested partition (Shi and Olafsson 1997) , particle swarm optimization (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995) and differential evolution (Storn and Price 1997) .
For all these approaches, the search mechanism is a very important part as it decides where the candidate solution(s) should move so that the optimal solution can be gradually obtained. Due to the stochastic environment, each selected solution should be repeatedly evaluated and the sample mean used as an estimator of this solution's performance. Therefore, we need to make a computing effort balance between exploration and exploitation, which means a trade-off between how much computing effort should be devoted to searching new solution(s) and evaluating the new generated solution(s) versus how much computing effort should be allocated to the existing candidate solution(s). Moreover, at each iteration of many metaheuristics, some better solutions need to be selected from all the candidate solutions to generate the new solutions. So there is also the problem about how to allocate the computing effort to each candidate solution within each iteration. In this paper, we aim to do some contribution on the efficiency improvement of simulation optimization using the particle swarm optimization method. , , ,
In the version of standard PSO algorithm (Bratton and Kennedy 2007) , the personal best of one particle is defined as the location of this particle's own previous best performance, while the global best is defined as the best solution that all particles have found. The updated position equals to the old position with the updated velocity added. So we have the following updating equations with con-
In equation (1) 
Stopping
If the stopping criteria is satisfied, stop; otherwise set t=t+1 and loop to the step Updating.
Inspired by the clustering idea in the PSO with cluster analysis developed by Kennedy (2000) , we propose another version of PSO, named as PSO with best half and worst half method (PSObw). In PSObw, particles are classified into two subsets, the best half set best S and the worst half set worst S based on their fitness values, not based on their locations in PSO with cluster analysis. For PSObw, the personal best of the particles in the best half is defined as their own current locations and the personal best of the particles in the worst half is defined as the location of the particle in the best half nearest to them. The global best is the best particle in the swarm. The updating equations and the algorithm of PSObw is the same with the standard PSO's, except that the determinations of the personal best and global best are different. In stand-ard PSO, personal best and global best is related to the historical performances of the locations these particle have visited. However, in PSObw, personal best and global best are updated based on the performances of particles in the current swarm. The introduction of PSObw here is for displaying the generality of the application of OCBA into PSO algorithms, not for comparing PSObw with PSO. In deterministic case, we can directly get each particle's true fitness value. However, under stochastic environment, the performance at each location is a random variable because of the noise. In this case, we generally use the unbiased estimator, sample mean, to estimate the mean fitness value of each particle. Both for the standard PSO and for PSObw, we need to find the global best and personal best of each particle in the updating step. It belongs to a ranking & selection (R&S) problem. The correctness of selecting the personal best and global best will directly affect the quality of particles generated at the next iteration. Intuitively, to ensure the high level of the selection correctness, more replications should be allocated to the particles that play a more important role in the updating step. Instead of simulating each particle with equal replications as most PSO algorithms do, we integrate the concept of OCBA, an efficient R&S procedure, into PSO when we calculate particles' fitness values in the updating step at each iteration to improve the efficiency of PSO. In the following subsections, we model the computing budget allocation problem of the standard PSO and the PSObw from the perspective of maximizing the convergence rate function of the probability of incorrect selection.
Computing Budget Allocation Model for Standard PSO
Let  denote the continuous solution space and ( ) f X denote the mean fitness of the solution X that belongs to  . So the general optimization problem can be modeled as follows.
Because it is impossible to have infinite replications, the performance of ( ) f X under the stochastic environment can only be estimated by the sample mean, denoted as
is the sample performance of solution X at the j-th simulation replication and N is the computing budget allocated to X . In standard PSO, the personal best of one particle is the location of this particle's own previous best performance and the global best is the best solution that any particle has found. Suppose the solution i P and g P is the personal best and global best respectively of last iteration. Let T be the computing budget at this iteration and let i i N T   denote the replications allocated to particle i at this iteration. For convenience, we introduce the following notation to partition the swarm into three mutually exclusive subsets:  A S : the set of particles whose fitness values are better than g P , that is,
S : the set of particles whose fitness values are worse than g P but greater than their per- 
The incorrect selection happens when the personal best and global best cannot be correctly selected. The incorrect categorization of particles into the above sets affects the selection of personal best and global best. Therefore, we want to control the probability below to improve our correctness of selection.
Note that   
Thus, P{IS} in (3) can be bounded by
If  i > 0 for each particle i, and T   at each iteration,   Based on the lemma 1 of Glynn and Juneja (2004) , we can obtain rate functions below.
So we have
This means that   P IS will decay exponentially with increasing T at a rate given by
. For different allocation rules,   P IS will have different convergence rates. A good allocation rule should be the one that can obtain high convergence rate of   P IS . Based on the above analysis, we can model the computing budget allocation problem of the standard PSO from the perspective of maximizing the convergence rate of   P IS as below.
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Computing Budget Allocation Model for PSObw method
Following a similar way, we can build the computing budget allocation model for PSObw method. In PSObw, the global best is the best particle in the swarm. For each particle in worst S , we need to find the particle in best S nearest to it as its personal best while the personal best for particles in best S are themselves. Suppose b X is the global best in the swarm. The probability of incorrect selection is the probability that the global best or personal best of any particle is incorrectly selected, which can be formulated as below.
By lemma 1 in Glynn and Juneja (2004) , we have
X S 
, and 
DEVELOPMENT OF ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL ALLOCATION RULES
We analyze the models (4) and (6) to get the asymptotic optimal allocation rules for two versions of PSO. 
Because of the convexity of the maximization problem, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions can be used to find the best allocation rule. We can get the following theorem. 
and 
Lemma 1 When the performance of each particle is normally distributed, the optimal allocation rule for the standard PSO at each iteration, named as
j j i k i j j k k k i g j g j j f X f P f X f P f X f P f X f P              .(7)
Asymptotically Optimal Allocation Rule for PSObw
The performances of all allocation rules are shown in figure 1 and figure 2 . From the figures, we can see both PSObw_OCBA and PSOs_OCBA perform better than PSObw_EA and PSOs_EA respectively. It can be concluded that integrating OCBA into PSO does support PSO to converge to the optimal solution faster in the above functions. The PSO method has been widely used in global optimization problem, but the computing budget allocation problem for PSO under stochastic environment has been seldom studied. In this paper, we integrate the concept of OCBA into PSO. The conditions for the asymptotically optimal allocation rules are derived for the standard PSO and PSObw. Under some assumptions, we manage to get the allocation rules PSOs_OCBA and PSObw_OCBA in closed form and easily implementable. The numerical result shows PSOs_OCBA and PSObw_OCBA are better than PSOs_EA and PSObw_EA respectively. The integration of OCBA concept into PSO does improve the efficiency of PSO.
